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Lorna Wallick 

Lorna is a relatively new member who volunteered right away to contribute significantly to 
the Social Team activities.  

When did your interest in photography begin? In fifth grade, my mother sent me to Girl 
Scout camp with her old inexpensive camera. I had fun taking pictures, but cried with 
disappointment at how poorly half of them turned out—and at the expense of paying for 
developing bad photos! A life lesson! But my interest persisted, advancing to an Instamatic 
100 up through a Minolta with interchangeable lenses in my 20s. By then we had started our 
life-long interest in traveling in the USA and abroad, and bringing home photos instead of 
souvenirs. My much-loved pocket-sized Canon Powershot purchased for the 2012 Olympics 

in London did the trick until the iPhone in recent years.  

How did you arrive at Grand? My husband Scott’s college roommate and his wife live 
here. Because of them, we decided to rent in 2018, and quickly decided to buy a 
seasonal home, while keeping our home near Seattle for a summer retreat. We love 
the campus atmosphere here—with classes, our age cohort, and a beautiful village 
center that feels like the student union at our Miami University alma mater.  

What do you most enjoy about Grand Photos? Grand Photos has so much to offer, 
even though snow-birding and Covid have limited my involvement since joining 
about 2019. I joined to meet folks and to hone my limited skills—there is still so much 
room for improvement! The classes offer such a practical range of topics, not to 
mention the skills and patient assistance of other experienced, talented members.  

How did you find yourself volunteering on the Social Team? What better way to meet 
people than to help with hospitality? And I don’t need to know anything about 
photography to serve cookies. (LOL)  

What is it about photography that has maintained your interest 
over so many years? The world—people, places, and things—is 
endlessly interesting to me, and so are the people who 
photograph them. One need not have advanced skills to shoot a 
photo that will continue to give one pleasure many years later. 
Friends have appreciated my gift books containing photos of 
their family and milestone events. And my photos are a great 
memory aid to Scott and me as we recollect family, events, and 
travel over the decades.  

What are your favorite things to photograph? I have no favorites, 
but at present can’t get enough of the grandkids, none of whom 

live nearby. While we are apart, pictures allow me to cherish the time we spent together. 
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